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OBC NEWSLETTER
The Presidential Pint
By Lee Hedgmon
Timing Is Everything!
In brewing, time and timing can mean the difference between a good beer and a marvelous one. Do you
put the hops in now, or 5 minutes from now? Let it boil for 60 minutes? Perhaps 90 minutes would be
better? It gets even more complicated when one considers the outstanding amounts of ingredients
available to the modern homebrewer. Pekko? Zaubergeist? Ahtahnum? XB73? Timing is everything, but
running out of time can have unforeseen consequences. Along with brewing concerns, the month of May
has brought many complications into the life of the OBC President. I recently took up tightrope walking,
yodeling, and I’m investing many hours into assembling my costume for the upcoming Star Trek Convention
in 2016. The Uni-Piper got his own beer, why can’t I? Fortunately our search for our first house will allow me
to finally dedicate an entire room to my recently acquired SWAG from the CBC here in Portland where I met
Garrett Oliver. If any of our members were able to attend even a tenth of the events and festivals during this
week, I salute you and offer my condolences to your sadly abused liver. The sheer volume of famous
Brewers, like Garrett Oliver, and their beers was amazing even for a big beer town such as Portland. I was
unable to attend most of the convention due to a conflict with the 3 jobs I currently work, but I sent a minion
off to collect SWAG and to report on the vendors. But did I mention I met Garrett Oliver?
Get those pots boiling and those fermenters bubbling, May is a very busy month for us homebrewers. We
start off the month with National Homebrew Day. At the Big Brew event at F.H. Steinbarts you can learn
techniques from some amazing homebrewers and even learn to pimp your
system. After learning these new techniques you can give them a try while
preparing for the many homebrew competitions this month to include the
very first Duane Graf Homebrew Competition, Sasquatch Homebrew
Competition, Heart of Cascadia, Portland Fruit Beer Fest Homebrew
Competition and don’t forget to get those Collaborator entries in by May
29th. I hope to see a overwhelming attendance of OBC members at these
events. Live long and prosper.
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Kristen’s Reign of Bacon

May 2nd is Big Brew at Steinbart's! The grill will be out
and we will be serving Otto's famous hot dogs with chips
and all the condiments. Come on down and check it out!
There may be some beer as well.

Don't forget the OBC Pilot System!
The OBC Pilot system is a full pilot brewery
available for use by the membership. It has
almost everything you need to brew a 10 gal
batch of all-grain beer. Supply the ingredients
and space to brew and you are ready to go!
The club even supplies the propane!

This month we are having an in meeting at Steinbart’s so
please bring a dish!
I would like to thank everyone who brought food to the
April meeting, but an extra-special thank you goes to:
Daryl Crane!!
who bravely went forth and brought back a huge stack
of paper plates, and saved us all from eating from tiny
cups.
Brian Haslip: Poor Man's Souffle!!
Nick Kellogg: Meatballs!!
Clayton Hawkes: Tequila Avocado Dip and Chips!!
Scott Nieradka: Tiropita!!
Jodi Campbell: Mini Burritos!!

Some of the components available in the
system include 3 - 15.5 gal keggles, 3 propane
tanks, a 2 burner camp stove, copper
immersion chiller, copper counterflow wort
chiller with a pump, a 10 gallon cooler mash
tun, hoses and more.

Carling Kirk: Pulled Pork!!

The system is currently managed by the OBC
Treasurer and can be reserved on the website
by completing the form. Look for it under
Education.

Chuck Macaluso: Chips and Pretzels!!

Happy brewing!

Alex: Cheese, Crackers, and Hummus!!

Dylan

Don Stewart: His appetite (someone has to do the
eating)

dylan.vandetta@oregonbrewcrew.org

Mark Wales: Taquitos and Mango Salsa!!

Eric Hinson: Cheese Sticks!!
If your name is not here then you forgot to sign the allimportant Burgermeister's Logbook.
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Spring Beer and Wine Festival – April 3-4, 2015
By Eric Hinson
Gorgeous weather, live music, good food and great beer? That’s right folks, the festival season is upon
us and the Oregon Brew Crew was out in force to start the season off at the Portland Spring Beer and
Wine Fest. The Brew Crew were on hand showing off some nice homebrewing gear and answering
questions. They were also showcasing a couple of beers from the Collaborator series, which are
homebrew recipes that are chosen in a competition and brewed on an industrial scale by Widmer
Brothers. Proceeds from the sales of Collaborator beers fund scholarships in the brewing program at
Oregon State University.
Brian Haslip was showing off a portion of his system which included an integrated rack with three
kettles, burners, pumps and automated controls. While it looked like something that could make large
commercial type beers, Brian said he uses it to make 5 gallon batches. Rick, Will and many others were
also on hand to answer questions for both the home brewers and just beer enthusiasts in the crowd.The
Collaborator beers that were being poured at the festival were Rodney Kibzey’s IPA aged on Spanish
Cedar and Dean Ehnes’ Old Prussian Baltic Porter. Rodney has had great success with his recipe.
Besides winning Collaborator, a
version was brewed by Laurelwood last year
for the Williamette Weekly ProAm, and it will be brewed soon by Elliot Bay
Brewing for the GABF Pro-Am.
Quite a winning recipe! Rodney said he
used cedar for aging because it
lends a nice “white pepper” type spice that
accents the bitterness of an IPA
without the harsh tannins you get from oak.
The recipe was also partially
inspired by a Japanese IPA that was aged in
cedar casks. Dean’s Baltic Porter,
which was inspired by a Gigantic/Pelican
collaboration Baltic Porter as well
as Ninkasi Unconventionale Stout. Dean
said he was “intrigued by the
idea of a smooth and complex Baltic Porter
with lavender notes.” Dean
describes the beer as “silky, smooth and
rich” and several patrons at
SBWF said it was their favorite beer there.
An anonymous, but trusted, source proclaimed the two Collaborator beers to be the best ones in the
building.
Club members showed their volunteer spirit as well! Jenn McPoland served as Volunteer coordinator,
while her husband Jeremie Landers served as one of the volunteer supervisors. Several club members
volunteered to pour samples for the festival, including the Collaborator booth which was manned solely
by OBC Club members. Without the volunteers the festival would not happen.
In a great example of where this hobby can lead, radio personality and 20 year homebrewer Tim Hohl
was on hand at the festival for the debut of his Coin Toss Brewing Co. Set to open in June of this year in
Oregon City, SBWF was Tim’s first time serving his beer to the public. He anxiously hovered around his
booth to see people’s reactions and excitedly talked to patrons about his upcoming plans. One of his
beers was a classic, dark hoppy CDA while the other was completely different. The second beer was a
recipe made with molasses and herbs and spices reportedly from a notebook of George Washington.
Big thanks and cheers to all who came out to make the Spring Beer and Wine Fest a success!
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A message from you Collaborator Committee!
The Collaborator Competition is upon us! What brew will you impress the judges
with? Entries are due at Steinbart’s no later than Friday, May 29th at 5pm! For all
the details on how to get your beer brewed at Widmer and served all over town as
well as sport the coveted Collaborator Jacket: go HERE for last minute rules and
information!
Speaking of Collaborator….

Many OBC members came out to Belmont
Station to congratulate Rodney Kibzey and
taste his fantastic Madera de Cedro Spanish
Cedar IPA, an American IPA aged on Spanish
Cedar!
A well deserved winner of the Collaborator,
will YOU be next?
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Interview with Glenn Tinseth
By Jason Barker
Oregon Brew Crew interview with Glenn Tinseth.
Jason: Thank you for taking the time to give our members this interview Glenn. We're a club of enthusiastic
home brewers from every level of skill and experience so we'd love your input! Could you start with just a quick
background of where you're from, college/educational history, where you live now, and how you got interested
in home brewing and specifically studying hops.
Glenn: BS in Chemistry from Humboldt State University, PhD in Physical Chemistry from Oregon State University.
Started brewing as an undergrad with a friend. Finally got reliably tasty beer after shifting to all grain which also
decreased the cost a lot, cost being one the main reasons I started brewing my own. Continued brewing and
improving my home brew setup throughout grad school. I started thinking about hops and chemistry and was
lucky enough to be able to walk across campus to the USDA hop lab and the pilot brewhouse and ask
questions. I looked up a bunch of industry articles (at the OSU library, photocopied on paper) and realized that
existing models for estimating bitterness didn't match the data I was seeing. With the encouragement of the
gang on the Homebrew Digest I started collecting my own data and analyzing it at the hop lab (I traded my time
grinding hops for the lab for time on their spectrophotometer). My 10 gallon keg brew kettle produced similar
data to what I had found in the brewing journals so I put together the model you'll find at http://
www.realbeer.com/hops/research.html.
Jason: Most home brewers are familiar with your last name being synonymous the Tinseth hop alpha acid
utilization formula. Can you give us some history on how that came about and how you got other brewers to
recognize its value?
Glenn: See above for the history. Additionally I started a hop business at that time (The Hop Source) since I
knew that oxygen was the enemy of hops and the biggest hop seller at the time (Freshops) and just about
everyone else used zip lock bags. I modified a Foodsaver to be able to use higher quality and cheaper nonfoodsaver bags and sold them in 4 oz and one lb bags. My hop utilization research was first published in my hop
catalog and the Homebrew Digest. After not too long realbeer.com approached me to see if I would let them
host it and there it sits, largely unedited for ages. Many of the links don't work anymore. It is on a list of

things to do I seem to keep adding to. I was also writing articles for Brewing Techniques and become a
BJCP judge. Homebrew clubs started arranging big group buys which I offered at a discount. Word
got around. People started linking to my page and including the info in homebrew books. I never
charged a dime for any of it, although the Freshops banner ad gets me a free beer from Dave Wills
every once in a while.
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Continued…

Jason: What are you currently working on in the beer world?
Glenn: I brew for Mad River Brewing Co. in Blue Lake, CA as their summer fill-in guy, probably 20 days a
summer. I also do my best to support small brewers by buying and drinking their beer.
Jason: Is there a picture of you somewhere on realbeer.com or elsewhere that we can use in our
newsletter?Glenn: I have succeeded in keeping images of me off the web. I did an image search and
can confirm there seems to be one. I won't tell you which one is me.
Jason: Advice for beginning home brewers... what do you know now that you wish someone had told
you back when you first started brewing?
Glenn: Read John Palmer's book [How to Brew]. Figure out where the critical points in the process are
and worry about those. If you brew extract use the highest quality extract you can get then switch to all
grain as soon as is feasible. Use large amounts of healthy yeast and aerate your wort. Use a counter flow
chiller as soon as you can afford one/find one to borrow. Be consistent, i.e. don't change a bunch of
things at once of you are trying to hone your craft/skill. Don't obsess over calculating bitterness, just pick
a method to use, see what numbers it gives you, taste the beer, if it's not bitter enough add more next
time, if it's too bitter add less. Keep notes on everything you do so you can do it again next time.
Jason: Lastly, is there anything we as a club can promote for you for answering these questions? Do
you have a business you would like to promote, or perhaps even a charity?
Glenn: Support your local brew shop! You can also check this Beersmith Podcast [that I was a guest on].
http://beersmith.com/blog/2011/02/10/beer-bitterness-and-ibus-with-glenn-tinseth-bshb-podcast-9
Jason: Wow Glenn, awesome information! Thank you for your time and expertise in the hobby.
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Competition Update with Jamie Koty
First, congratulations to April's Style Competition Program Winners!
1st place - Mark Easton

2nd place- Shawn Duffy

3rd place- Charles Macaluso

Thank you for all the entries and to all the judges for such a wonderful SCP! Thanks to Jeremy Frey as well
holding onto those precious bottles and helping make SCP awesome!
Next SCP is in June- Focusing on Fruit and Lawnmower Beers: To coincide with the Portland Fruit Beer Festival
Homebrew Competition (http://www.fruitbeerfest.com/?page_id=604) and the return of summer. BJCP styles
including 20 Fruit Beer, 21A (Spice, Herb or Vegetable beer) and Lawnmower Beers including: 1 A-E (Light
Lagers), 2 A-C (Pilsners), 6 A-D (Light Hybrid Beer), 17A (Berliner Weisse)
Upcoming competitions- We keep it updated at http://www.oregonbrewcrew.org/competitioncalendar
33rd Oregon Homebrew Festival- http://www.hotv.org/
May 16, 2015
Entry Deadline: May 2nd- See site for entry, volunteer and judging info.
OBC's Heart of Cascadia- http://www.oregonbrewcrew.org/heart-of-cascadia
May 30, 2015
Entry Deadline: May 21 - Please contact Jamie Koty (Jamie.koty@oregonbrewcrew.org) about judging (It's
BJCP) and more info.
Entry and judge information is here- http://www.hoc2015.oregonbrewcrew.org/
Portland Fruit Beer Festival Homebrew Competition- http://www.fruitbeerfest.com/?page_id=604
May 31, 2015
Entry Deadline: May 29th Please contact Jeremie Landers at PFBFComp@gmail.com for more information and
judging.
Collaborator- http://www.oregonbrewcrew.org/page-904182
June 3, 2015
Entry Deadline: May 29th Questions- Email the Collaborator Committee (collaborator@oregonbrewcrew.org)
2015 COHO Spring Fling Homebrew Competition- http://www.cohomebrewers.org/SpringFling
June 20, 2015
Entry Deadline: June 13 Please contact Tom Brohamer (tom@MyBrewPal.com) for more information about
entry and judge registration.
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BEER-CATIONS
By Jodi Campbell
Summer is coming and so are Beer-cations! If you are like my husband Jon and
I, every trip you take will turn into a beer-cation. Earlier this month we took a
trip to San Diego and visited 23 breweries. We came across a lot of amazing
beer that isn’t readily available in Oregon. We wanted to bring some home to
share. We weren’t sure the best way of transporting the beer which led me to
researching and writing this article.
I contacted all of the major airlines that fly domestic in and out of the Portland
Airport, FedEx and UPS to find out how they require the liquids to be packed.
Just as a reminder, if you are flying internationally remember you will have to
deal with customs and countries laws pertaining to flying with alcohol. Do your
research before attempting to bring beer back from your next international trip.
Airline and TSA Regulations
All airlines adhere to the TSA rules for flying with alcohol. All airlines also have

Jodi & Jon at Barley Brown’s

their own rules of packaging and consuming alcohol on flights. The TSA rules
are fairly simple.

Let me break it down for you….if it’s alcohol between 24% - 70% ABV you are limited to 5 liters (1.3

gallons). Anything over 70% ABV is not allowed. There are no restrictions on amount for alcoholic beverages with less
than 24% alcohol. Lucky for us most beer has no regulation on amount you can bring on the flight.
Packaging Your Beer
When packing your beer for checking in luggage or shipping you want to make sure it’s done properly. There are
multiple products made specifically for transporting beer and wine bottles on airlines. These can be a little expensive
but would be worth the money if you plan on traveling with beer often. If you don’t want to fork out the money for one
of those you can package it fairly cheap on your own.
After corresponding with the airlines I have found that all of their packaging requirements are pretty similar. Start with a
heavy duty corrugated cardboard box. I like to use beer boxes meant to hold bottles. Put each bottle in ziplock bag
(gallon size fit 22 ounce bottles well). Make sure all of the air is purged from the bag and seal it. This step is very
important because when a box starts to leak, it gets pulled out of shipping process. Often the box gets thrown away by
the shipping company or airline, despite the fact that the rest of the bottles in the box might be fine. You can also line
the box in a garbage bag for extra insurance. I have even heard of people using diapers as padding and leak guards or
dry bags as extra protection. Wrap each bottle in a strip of bubble wrap. I buy rolls of perforated bubble wrap from
Office Depot.
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I find that it is easier to deal with and I don’t have to travel with scissors. Each sheet is 12 inches long. I secure
these around the bottle with one piece of tape or a rubber band so I can reuse them on my next trip. I line the
bottom of the box with a sheet of the bubble wrap. Place each bottle in the bottle divider. It will be a tight fit
but that is good. You do not want the bottles to be able to move around or hit against one another. I place
another sheet of bubble wrap on the top and shove it in any holes there may be. Seal the box very well on the
top and bottom with packing tape. Don’t forget to write your contact info on the box in case you get separated
from your luggage. Voila! Ready to check.
The airline will give you fragile stickers for your items and will make you sign a "Limited Release". This means
that the airline will accept your item as fragile baggage and will take as much care as possible, but any damage
caused to the item will not be airline's responsibility.

I packaged each bottle in
one 12 inch sheet of
bubble wrap

After lining the bottom of the box

My case of beer arrived at PDX with

with a sheet of bubble wrap, I

no breaks or leaks!

placed the wrapped bottles
between the dividers and shoved
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On my recent trip back from San Diego I flew with Southwest Airlines. I chose Southwest because you can check two
free bags. So I checked one bag of clothing and one case of beer. I packaged 12 - 22 ounce bottles in a cardboard
box from Alpine Brewing. I approached the baggage counter with my case of beer. The guy behind the counter
didn’t really seem to care. The case of beer weighed 28 pounds. I asked if I could get a fragile sticker for the box. He
asked “What’s in the box?” I paused for a second then responded “beer.” He just looked at me. He asked me how it
was packaged. I went through the whole spiel of how I packaged my beer to ensure no breakage or leaking. He said
he was going to have to open it to ensure it was packaged properly. He cut open the top and slightly moved around
the outer layer of bubble wrap. He seemed satisfied but not without a couple of pointers. He started by saying
“Applying fragile stickers will improve the awareness but not guarantee safety of your property.” He then told me the
bubble wrap with the bigger bubbles work better than the smaller bubbles.

He also said that Southwest sells

protective packaging for bottles for $5 a piece at the ticket counter that inflates and protects from leakage in case of
break. I thought that was a little expensive when I could reproduce the same thing for cheaper that I could reuse. I
thanked him for his pointers, he re-taped my box, had me sign a “Limited Release” and sent it on.
Shipping Your Beer
If you don’t want to go through the hassle of carrying your case of beer through the airport you can always attempt to
ship it home. I have heard time and time again to never ship your beer through USPS because it is illegal. After doing
my research I found it is against the rules to ship UPS, and FedEx as well unless the shipper and recipient are licensed
wholesalers, dealers, distributors, manufacturers or importers. So ship your beer at your own risk no matter who you
use to ship it. I calculated how much it would cost to ship this box from San Diego to Portland on each of the shipping
websites. UPS and FedEx both cost the same at around $30. USPS had fewer options and would cost $49 for Priority
2-day shipping. When shipping through one of these shipping companies do not tell them there is beer in the box. If
asked be creative and say it’s olive oil, vintage soda or yeast samples for testing…which is not necessarily a lie.
Buying Beer After the Security Checkpoint at PDX
If you are traveling somewhere where they do not have the best selection of beer or if you want to share some of the
awesome Oregon beers with other states, the Portland Airport has a great selection. There are two Laurelwood pubs
and one Rogue pub in the Portland Airport past the security checkpoint. All 3 of these pubs fill growlers and since you
are past the security checkpoint you can carry this on the airplane. Just remember this will count toward your one
carry on and one personal item limit. If you don’t want to haul around a growler the Made In Oregon store has a great
bottle selection to include Breakside, Crux, Gigantic, Heater Allen, Lompoc, Sunriver, Coalition, Double Mountain and
many more. The great thing about the Portland airport is they don’t raise their prices so you can get all of your beer
for basically the same price you could at the grocery store or bottle shop near your house.
One interesting fact I found while doing my research was on Jet Blue’s website. I came across this: “You may bring
wine, champagne or beer on a flight for consumption during the flight if it is in an unopened container. If you’d like to
drink the alcohol you carry on, you may give it to one of our Inflight crew members, and they will be happy to serve it
to you.” I have never flown Jet Blue and not sure how well they adhere to this rule but it would definitely be worth a try.
Shipping and bringing beer back on the airplane has always been a stressful and confusing subject for me. After
doing this research I have found that bringing home my beer is a lot easier than I thought. There are a lot of great
beers out there that deserved to be shared. I hope the information I have provided will help you bring beer back from
your next adventure. Safe travels and Cheers!
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Member of the Year Points:
Jim Thompson- 49

President, Lee Hedgmon
lee.hedgmon@oregonbrewcrew.org

Brian Haslip - 31

Vice President, Will Minderhout
will.minderhout@oregonbrewcrew.org

Eric Metcalf - 22

Treasurer
Dylan VanDetta
dylan.vandetta@oregonbrewcrew.org
Secretary
Jodi Campbell
jodi.campbell@oregonbrewcrew.org
Education Committee Chair
Jason Barker
jason.barker@oregonbrewcrew.org
Competition Committee Chair
Jamie Koty
jamie.koty@oregonbrewcrew.org
Communications Committee Chair
Jenn McPoland
jenn.mcpoland@oregonbrewcrew.org
Festival Coordinator
Rick Okamura
rick.okamura@oregonbrewcrew.org

Mat Osborne - 29

Eric Hinson - 19
Tyler Brotherton- 10
Charles Macaluso - 7
Gary Hibers- 7
Jessica Prior- 5
Jon Boerner - 2

OBC Cup Points:
Charles Macaluso - 199
Jim Thompson- 110
Alex Brehm - 19
Jason Barker- 16
Eric Hinson- 8
Eric Metcalf- 3

Burgermeister
Kristen “Bacon” Lunden
kristen.lunden@oregonbrewcrew.org
Historian
Jeremie Landers
historian@oregonbrewcrew.org
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